
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS GLOCK 17 GEN 5

DPM PART LIST

1. Place one of the three Springs (Part 7, 8 or 9) to the DPM 
Recoil Rod (Part 1), then place one Washer (Part 2, 3 or 4) with 
the Small diameter (Fig. 8) to the Spring’s free side and use 
the Compressive Disc (Part 6) to compress the system. Fig. 1

2. Compress at the same time the 
Spring and the Compressive Disc 
until you have clear view to the 
Recoil Rod Assembling Hole (5a) and 
insert the Safety Pin (Part 5) to block 
the Washer temporary Fig. 2 a,b

4. The DPM Rod is ready 
for installation, place the 
DPM Rod in the slide 
hole (Fig. 4) and press 
the base of the Recoil Rod and �naly, remove the Safety Pin 
(Fig. 5) and let the Recoil Rod base to travel back and to click 
on the correct position of the barrel. Fig. 6

DPM System’s Fitting Parts
1. DPM Recoil Rod 2. Small washer
3. Medium washer 4. Long washer
5. Safety Pin    5a. Recoil Rod Assembling Hole
6. Compressive Disc 7. Small Spring
8. Medium Spring 9. Long Spring
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WARNINGS: Before the installation read and follow 
the operating and safety instructions.
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Fig. 1

5. Assemble the slide on the frame and before loading the 
magazine, function (open and close) the slide several times to 
ensure that the DPM Rod functions unrestricted.

The DPM Recoil Rod must not protrude from the slide when 
the installation is done correctly Fig. 7.

ATTENTION: Always be sure that you install the Washer in the 
correct direction Fig. 8.

WARNINGS: Always read and follow the operating and safety 
instructions for the use of this recoil accessory.
Always wear safety goggles and wear other appropriate safety 
items for protection. 
Only use this product for the purpose it was designed. Modi�-
cation or alteration of this product will void all warranties and 
may reduce its safety and the function of your pistol.
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3. Remove the Compres-
sive Disc (Part 6) Fig. 3
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ADJUSTABILITY

COMPETITION AMMUNITION
Small washer with Small/Soft or Medium Spring
FACTORY AMMUNITION
Medium washer with Medium or Long/Hard Spring
HEAVY AMMUNITION P++
Long washer with Long/Hard or Medium Spring
Feel free to try any possible combination of washer and 
spring for your ammunition.
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For any Questions about the Installation or Operating instructions:
service@dpmsystems.com | www.dpmsystems.com

Copyright © 2018 DPM Systems Technologies Ltd.

DPM Systems Technologies, its a�liates, distributors or 
resellers are not responsible for damage or injuries 
sustained during the proper or improper use of this product.
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